SCHOOL CALENDAR

Term 3
September
16th Sept- FINAL PAYMENT FOR CAMP
20th Sept- Boonah Soccer & Netball Carnival (4-7)

Term 4
October
9th-11th October – Bornhoffen Camp
14th October- Year 7 Day of Excellence
21st October- Student Free Day
30th October- PREP Information Session 9am- 10.30!
More information to follow soon!

November
2nd Nov Harrisville 150th Celebrations
4th Nov- SCHOOL BOOK FAIR- Library!
13th Nov- Year 7 Graduation Dinner
19th Nov- SCHOOL CONCERT – DATE CLAIMER!
Swimming- Term 4- Mondays (Week 2-11)

News from the Principal

Thank you to everyone who attended our Quadrennial School Review celebration yesterday. I am so proud of our small school and of our achievements over the last 3 years. It was exciting to talk about our future direction and what our school priorities are over the next 4 years! We have a strong committed staff, a supportive P&C and wonderful students! Our plan for the future is about improving the learning opportunities for our students. Over the next few weeks I will be including a summary of our priorities! Stay tuned! Yours in Education
Christie Minns
Principal

BORNHOFFEN CAMP
Thank you to all our volunteers! Transport Groups for Camp-

Aleeta Wozencroft (7)
Damian, William, Crystal, Nate, Tyson, Broden, Maddy C

Peta Bates (6)
Jack, Molly, Grace, Charlee, Maddison.

Graham Taylor (6)
Brock, Philip, Jacob, Bree, Kirralee, Patrick

Matthew Gunstone (there)/ Christie Minns (back)
Jack, Zac, Mitchell

Sarah Robertson (5)
Zach, Dominic, Thomas, Matthew, Riley

Sharon Stenzel (6)
Emily, Katie, Jacob, Mackenzie, Georgia

Jason Miles (6)
Hayden, Ryan, Isabella, Emma, Kira, Lara

Susan Land (6)
Benjamin, Hannah, Justin, Aaron, Jacinta, Kaylee

Natalie Ward (6) * back up
Leanne Hayes (4) * back up

Irene Hurren (4) /Melanie Cumner (3)
Britney, Chelsea

Susan Williams (3)
Sandra Stenzel, Di Charlick

A LIST OF THINGS TO BRING WAS SENT HOME IN A SEPARATE LETTER- PLEASE NAME EVERYTHING.

MEDICATION- must be given to Mrs Sandra Stenzel prior to departure. Permission to Administer Medication Form must be complete.
BORNHOFFEN CAMP NUMBERS
Camp One Phone Number – 07 55336110
Camp Office Number – 07 55336154
BORNHOFFEN CAMP NUMBER IN CASE OF
EMERGENCY 07 55336112 (All hours)

Alternatively call the school number and we will
have mobile contacts for staff at camp.

We will be having a final camp meeting for students
Tuesday afternoon 8th October @ 1.30- 2.30.
If you have any questions or would like to come
along to the information session parents are very
welcome! It is going to be a great camp!

Today I am also sending home a BORNHOFFEN
MEDICAL AND RISK RECOGNITION
CONFIDENTIAL PARTICIPANT FORM.
(SORRY!!) This form is kept by Bornhoffen
staff in case of a medical emergency. ALL
PARENT VOLUNTEERS, STAFF AND
STUDENTS ATTENDING CAMP MUST
COMPLETE THIS FORM!

Parents have returned a medical form for
students (this is to be kept by Harrisville SS
staff). Information on the 2 forms should match!
Thanks for your prompt return of your forms!

SOCcer/ NETBALL TRANSPORT

Thank you to all our parents for volunteering to
transport groups on the day! YOUR SURPORT IS
GREATLY APPRECIATED.
Transport groups for students attending soccer-
Coronation Park Boonah.

Transport groups for students attending netball-
Boonah Netball Courts.

6/7 Soccer Team
Patrick – Leanne Hayes
Matthew – Karen Gunston
Joshua G- Karen Gunston
Abby – Christie Minns
Tyson – Sarah Robertson
William – Leanne Hayes (4)
Zach – Sarah Robertson (5)
Aaron – Sarah Robertson
Brodan – Leanne Hayes

4/5 Soccer Team
Riley- Christie Minns
Jacinta- Paula Willmott
Crystal –Sarah Robertson
Ryan- Linda Roderick
Hayden- Linda Roderick
Darryn – Linda Roderick
Mitchell- Leanne Hayes

4/5 Netball Team
Lara - Peta Bell
Britney C- Sharon Stenzel
Emily- Sharon Stenzel (6)
Charlee –Ricky Quinn (7)
Hailee- Belinda Allport
Grace- Ricky Quinn
Jamie Lee – Ricky Quinn
Taylah Gee- Ricky Quinn

6/7 Netball Team
Britney W – Kerryn Parker
Maddie – Kerryn Parker
Tamika – Paula Willmott
Makayla- Kerryn Parker
Kerralee – Kerryn Parker (4)
*4/5 team will fill in as required.

We will be leaving from school at 8.30 am. We are
expected to be at the grounds by 9.15 for a 9.30 start.

2/3/4 NEWS

In Maths this term we’ve been learning about the
area and perimeter of Shapes for an activity
sometimes we get our Maths books out and get two
dice pieces and find a partner to do it with roll the
dice and the numbers that are shown we times
them together the answer is the area of the shape.
By Jacinta and Crystal

Project 600
Project 600 is based on Maths. We’ve learnt about
the See Plan Do Check think-board and the M.A.D
triangle. The M.A.D triangle means Multiplication
and Division. We use it for fact families and solving
word problems. On Project 600 there are harder
problems every time. Did you know in the master
levels we can make up our own problems? The
students that participated in Project 600 thought it
was awesome.
By Lara and Emily
Aboriginal Technology
Year 2, 3 and 4 have been learning about Aboriginal culture and technology. We have learnt about aboriginal tools and weapons, food, water and lots of other things. This term we had to do a poster about aboriginal technology as our assessment. Did you know that aboriginal were experts at technology because they use all their surroundings to meet their needs?

By Hayden, Molly and Riley

2/3/4 Science
This term we have been learning about the Solar System among us which includes the order of the planets. Our friend Mitchell came up with a little jingle to remember the order of planets, and it goes like this. My (mercury) very(Venus) easy(Earth) memory(mars) jingle(Jupiter) Seems(Saturn) useful(Uranus) Naming(Neptune) planets(Pluto). Also we have been learning about the Phases of the Moon, how Day and Night are formed and how shadows are formed.

We have learned about all of the phases of the Moon this is the order they go in; first is the New Moon, Waxing Crescent, first Quarter, Waxing Gibbous, Full Moon, Waning Gibbous, Last Quarter, Waning Crescent.

Did you know?
That you can only see one side of the Moon.

Simple Sentences
Day and night is formed by the Earth spinning on its axis.

Shadows are formed by objects blocking the Sun’s rays.
By Tom, Damian and Mitchell.

KEEP A WATCH ON OUR SCHOOL THESE HOLIDAYS

Parents and students can help take care of our school by reporting any suspicious after-hours activity to School Watch on 13 17 88. By keeping an eye out we can work together to create a safer school community and help to reduce vandalism, theft and arson in our school.

If you see something suspicious, please don’t intervene. Call the School Watch number and let the local police or State Government Protective Security Service deal with the matter.

PREP 2014- ENROLMENT PACKAGES AVAILABLE NOW!

Please come and collect an enrolment information pack from the school if you have a child enrolling in Prep in 2014. We do need to know our numbers for 2014 so that we can start to make arrangements for our class groupings! We will be having information sessions for parents early next term. Please pass this information on to any local families that you know of!
Students of the Week

Congratulations to Broden, Britney and Emily!

Absence Note
“Every Day Counts”

Dear _______________,
My child _______________ was away on __/__/2013, __/__/2013, due to:

☐ sickness
☐ holiday
☐ family reasons
☐ other (please explain) _______________

Parent Signature

Please return this note to your child's classroom teacher. Please note all student absences must be explained. Alternatively please email your absence note to admin@harrisvilless.eq.edu.au

P&C NEWS
Harrisville State School Playgroup
Come along this Thursday @ 9.30 am! All welcome!

AP’s Tennis Coaching
Holiday Clinic… A flyer is going home today!

Winners of the Chook naming draw!